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Abstract: Intrauterine adhesions with symptoms like hypomenorrhea or infertility are known under the term Asherman’s syndrome. Although the syndrome has been widely investigated, evidence of both prevention of the syndrome and the ideal treatment are missing. Understanding the pathogenesis of intrauterine adherences is necessary for the prevention of the formation of intrauterine scarring. Intrauterine adhesions can develop from lesion of the basal layer of the endometrium caused by curettage of the newly pregnant uterus. The syndrome may also occur after hysteroscopic surgery, uterine artery embolization or uterine tuberculosis. For initial diagnosis the less invasive contrast sonohysterography or hysterosalpingography is useful. The final diagnosis is based on hysteroscopy. Magnetic resonance imaging is required in cases with totally obliterated uterine cavity. Intrauterine adherences are classified in accordance with different classification systems based on the hysteroscopic diagnosis of severity and localization of adherences. Classification is necessary for the planning of surgery, information on prognosis and scientific purposes. Surgery is performed in symptomatic patients with either infertility or with painful periods. Intrauterine adherences are divided with a hysteroscope using scissors or a power instrument working from the central part of the uterus to the periphery. Per operative ultrasonography is useful in an outpatient setting for the prevention of complications. Hysteroscopy with fluoroscopy is a solution in difficult cases. Use of intrauterine devices like balloon catheters or intrauterine contraceptive devices seems to be the preferred methods for the prevention of re-occurrence of adhesions after treatment. Both primary prevention after hysteroscopic surgery or curettage and secondary prevention of new adhesions after adhesiolyis have been investigated. The aim of this review was to summarize the literature on diagnosis, classification, treatment and prevention, based on a literature search with a wide range of search terms.
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Introduction

Intrauterine adhesions causing amenorrhea after curettage were first described by Fritsch in 1894. Later Asherman in 1950 described the history of 29 women with amenorrhea secondary to trauma of the uterine cavity, the Asherman’s syndrome (AS). AS is defined by the presence of intrauterine adhesions or adhesions in the endocervix with consequent risk of hypomenorrhea/amenorrhea, reduced fertility, pregnancy loss and abnormal placentation.

The recently pregnant uterus seems susceptible to trauma of the basal layer of the endometrium, which can develop into intrauterine adhesions and may give future problems for the patient. It is estimated that more than 90% of cases with AS occur after pregnancy-related curettage.

However, AS can develop without preceding pregnancy in cases with infection or surgery related to the uterus.
Hanstede et al\textsuperscript{4} emphasizes that the presence of symptoms is essential for the term “Asherman’s syndrome,” as the increasing use of diagnostic hysteroscopy often will disclose clinically irrelevant adhesions.

In cases where intrauterine adhesions (IUA) are found accidentally without any symptoms one should avoid the term AS and instead apply the term “asymptomatic intrauterine adhesions.”\textsuperscript{5}

Intrauterine adhesions can be either primary after pregnancy-related curettage, alternatively after hysteroscopic surgery, or secondary when re-occurring after adhesiolysis has been performed.\textsuperscript{6,7}

Although AS has been known for many years we still lack reliable non-invasive diagnostic methods, agreement about one classification only and sufficient methods to avoid re-occurrence of adhesions after surgical treatment of AS.

All eligible literature until September 2018 was identified using the keywords “Asherman’s syndrome,” “genital adhesions,” “intrauterine synechiae,” and “gynatraesia” and reviewed by electronic databases including PubMed, Web of Science and Scopus. Other relevant articles were found from citations in these publications. The selection of relevant papers based on the literature search is illustrated in the flowchart (Figure 1). Excluded were non-English papers, studies of vagina, experimental and animal studies, most case-stories, minor case-series and reviews, except meta-analyses. Animal studies and experimental studies are included in the paragraph about stem cell treatment.

**Occurrence**

It is impossible to detect or estimate the true prevalence of all IUA, as probably most cases are without symptoms. However, the total number is irrelevant from a practical point of view. Only cases with AS, which imply pain, bleeding disorders or impaired fertility needs treatment.

Prevalence is dependent on the population studied as well as the diagnostic method and classification systems used. Thus, the prevalence is difficult to define as the diagnostic methods have changed over time and different classifications are used. If we wish to determine whether the prevalence is changing, we should at least agree about definition and classification.

Among an infertile population Baradwan et al\textsuperscript{8} found the prevalence of AS to be 4.6%. After secondary removal of placental remnants or repeat curettage after incomplete abortion a prevalence of IUA was found in 40%.\textsuperscript{9} Salzani et al\textsuperscript{10} found IUA in 37.6% after curettage following abortion. The incidence of IUA varies between 15 and 40% after curettage.\textsuperscript{10} The prevalence of AS in women with impaired fertility ranges from 2.8% to 45.5% depending on the subpopulation.\textsuperscript{11} In a meta-analysis by Hooker et al\textsuperscript{12} a prevalence of IUA of 19.1% was found by hysteroscopy within 1 year in women diagnosed with miscarriage treated expectantly, medically or surgically. The majority were mild to moderate adhesions. The incidence of AS has been investigated in different populations. Applying a strict definition, the incidence should only imply new cases in a given period. However, very often the cases described concern treatment of reoccurrences, often multiple treatments. In Denmark a total of 61 unique cases of AS was found during a 10-year period,\textsuperscript{13} in Holland 638 women with AS were referred to a specialist center during a 10-year period\textsuperscript{4} and in Saudi Arabia, 41 women were referred with AS to a specialist center during an 8-year period.\textsuperscript{4} Chen et al\textsuperscript{14} found 357 cases of AS in a 4-year period in a large Women’s Hospital in China.
Risk factors

Trauma caused by surgical interventions, primarily curettage of the basal layer of the endometrium shortly after a pregnancy is the main reason for development of symptomatic IUA. These adhesions can result in partial or complete obstruction of the uterine cavity or the cervical canal. An incidence of 10% IUA after one curettage evaluated by HSG was seen in one randomized controlled trial. However, in women with at least two curettages 30.6% (22/72) had IUA when evaluated by hysteroscopy 10 weeks after the curettages.

Two cohort studies including women with retained products of conception (RPOC) after delivery or miscarriage demonstrated significantly more IUAs after curettage compared to hysteroscopic removal (35.9% vs 4.2%). Usually the trauma is caused by curettage intending to remove placental remnants after a recent pregnancy. Even ultrasound-guided curettage is more traumatic than hysteroscopy when emptying the uterine cavity. First trimester procedures appear to cause less severe adhesions, the majority grade 1–2 (ESGE classification) compared to postpartum procedures, where the majority had grade 3–5 in one study.

The incidence of curettage-related IUA in women seeking termination of pregnancy may be declining. The national rate of surgical termination in Denmark has declined from 87% to 36% from 2001 to 2017, as the rate of the more gently medical termination of a pregnancy has increased. Medical termination is insufficient in 4% of procedures leading to curettage. Surgical termination is insufficient in 2.7% leading to re-evacuation according to the National Danish Patient register, which covers all citizens and surgical procedures in Denmark. With these figures in mind the number of re-evacuations after legal abortion is more than halved (352 in 2001 and 145 in 2017) in Denmark from 2001 to 2017, as a consequence of increased use of medical abortions. Hopefully this reduced frequency of intrauterine trauma will result in fewer cases with AS in the future.

Other procedures or circumstances may create intrauterine adhesions. Thus, case stories mention embolization of the uterus, B-Lynch sutures, abdominal myomectomy, hysteroscopic myomectomy, genital tuberculosis and surgical treatment of Mullerian anomalies.

Furthermore, a predisposition to intrauterine adhesions could be linked to unspecific factors like age, race, nutritional status and infectious processes. However, such factors are not supported in the literature, where the dominant factor seems to be surgical trauma (frequent hysteroscopic surgery, repeat curettages and infection).

Diagnosis of intrauterine adherences

Several diagnostic modalities have been evaluated for the diagnosis of intrauterine adhesions (IUA). IUA can be visualized by hysterosalpingography (HSG), ultrasonography including contrast sonohysterography (SHG), 3D ultrasonography, hysteroscopy and magnetic resonance imaging (MRI). Hysteroscopy is the gold standard in studies comparing different diagnostic modalities, and several classification systems are based on hysteroscopic findings. HSG gives the opportunity to simultaneously evaluate tubal patency, but details of filling defects are not visualized, and a high false-positive rate is documented. Transvaginal ultrasonography with evaluation of the endometrial thickness in women with AS showed substantially thinner endometrium compared to normal menstruating women, in a study of 16 women with AS and 50 controls. Unenhanced transvaginal ultrasonography alone has very limited diagnostic capacity, with both sensitivity and positive predictive value as low as 0%. Contrast sonohysterography with infusion of sterile saline or gel in the uterine cavity and dynamic ultrasonography enables visualization of the uterine cavity. Contrast sonohysterography has a high negative predictive value (98%), but a moderate positive predictive value (43%) when compared with hysteroscopy. In a Taiwanese study of 110 women, 3D sonography was compared with hysteroscopy, finding a confirmation range of 16%–100% in accordance to the number of morphological abnormalities, including marginal irregularity, thinning defects, obliteration, fibrosis and calcification. Virtual hysteroscopy, a 4D virtual reconstruction of the uterine cavity may play a future role in the diagnosis of IUA. HSG, SHG and hysteroscopy are all of limited diagnostic value when the cavity is totally obstructed. In these rare cases MRI can be valuable, although too expensive as a routine diagnostic tool. The application of ultrasound contrast for three-dimensional color power angiography has been evaluated in one study only. When compared with hysteroscopy a positive likelihood ratio of 2.9 for detection of IUA was found, meaning moderate diagnostic ability. These findings have not been confirmed by others. Intraoperative fluoroscopy improves the imaging during surgery and is now preferred instead of simultaneous laparoscopy.

Classification of IUA and AS

Several classification systems have been proposed for the description of the severity of IUA and AS. They are all descriptive in different ways and are therefore non-comparable. Only two classification systems include
symptoms regarding AS (obstetric or menstrual history). Three of the classifications are descriptive with three stages: minimal/mild, moderate, and severe based on the hysteroscopic assessment of the extent and type of adhesions ( filmy, firm/dense). Hamou et al\(^\text{37}\) describe the adhesions as isthmic, marginal, central, and severe. The former European Society for Hysteroscopy\(^\text{41}\) operated with four grades with subtypes (seven stages in all), while Donnez\(^\text{50}\) uses six grades based on hysteroscopy and HSG with postoperative pregnancy rate as primary driver. Finally, Nasr et al\(^\text{42}\) have developed a complex system with hysteroscopic assessment combined with menstrual and obstetric history. None of the used classification systems have been validated or examined in relation to reproductive performance.

Intending to produce valid data for evaluation of treatment and prophylaxis, it is mandatory to agree about one of the systems. The ideal system should include extent and type of adhesions as well as fertility history, menstrual history is in our opinion less important.

Management of AS
Prevention of IUA after curettage

In an industry-sponsored randomized controlled trial there was significantly less IUA in women undergoing curettage with at least one previous curettage when hyaluronic acid gel was applied. However, selection bias may be present in the study of 149 women collected from eight different centers in a 3-year period, i.e., six patients per center per year.\(^\text{16}\) In a recent study of suction curettage in delayed miscarriage a significant reduction of moderate to severe IUA was seen in women treated with a new crosslinked hyaluronic gel finding 0.7% (1/137) vs 24% (33/137) respectively.\(^\text{43}\) However these findings should be confirmed by future studies.

Prevention of IUA after hysteroscopic procedures

Taskin et al\(^\text{44}\) found a high frequency of IUA after resection of solitary and multiple fibroids (31.3% respectively 45.5%). In another study, Mazzon et al\(^\text{45}\) found a very low frequency of IUA after myomectomy with a combination of monopolar current and cold knife resection. The incidence of formation of IUA after resection of uterine septum is estimated to be up to 12% in untreated women.\(^\text{21}\) In three prospective randomized studies, the administration of oral estrogen did not reduce the risk of IUA.\(^\text{21,46,47}\) Hyaluronic acid gel or polyethylene oxide-sodium carboxymethylcellulose gel for the prevention of intrauterine adherences have been investigated demonstrating conflicting results. In a meta-analysis it is concluded that there is lack of reproducible evidence to prove that gel may decrease IUA after hysteroscopy.\(^\text{48}\)

Treatment of AS

In women with infertility and those with painful hypomenorrhoea, treatment of AS is indicated. For fertility, the initial goal of treatment is restoration of a normal calibrated uterine cavity covered with endometrial lining and free tubal ostia. However, further fertility treatment may be necessary, especially in cases where the tubes are blocked. In cases without infertility, where retained blood leads to cyclic pain, sufficient drainage is mandatory. As hysteroscopic equipment has improved over the years, hysteroscopic treatment has become the method of choice.\(^\text{38,49}\) Filmy adhesion alone can be divided by using the tip of the hysteroscope without any energy source or scissors.\(^\text{49}\) The division of adhesions begins in the central and safe part of the uterus and moves laterally and toward the fundus.

Different hysteroscopic instruments are useful in the treatment of AS, biopsy forceps, sharp or blunt scissors\(^\text{4,11,38}\) and division of strings with energy like monopolar diathermia,\(^\text{50}\) bipolar diathermia\(^\text{61}\) or laser.\(^\text{52,53}\) Careful dissection with energy instruments is mandatory, as the energy may destroy otherwise healthy endometrium. Monopolar diathermia with special fluids is associated with a larger risk of fluid overload complications compared to bipolar diathermia with saline and therefore not recommended as first choice treatment.\(^\text{44}\)

Few studies have evaluated the outcome after hysteroscopic adhesiolysis. Overall restoration of normal menstruation is observed in 75%–100%.\(^\text{3,8,50,55,56}\) The effect on fertility is influenced by several other factors, e.g., the age of the patient, and whether infertility is primary or secondary. The pregnancy rate ranges between 25 and 76%\(^\text{3,38,56}\) and the term delivery rate, in women who achieved pregnancy, between 25 and 79.7%\(^\text{3,38,56,57}\)

The success rate is dependant on the severity of adhesions.\(^\text{3,50}\) The hysteroscopic procedure is feasible and can be performed in an outpatient setting.\(^\text{57}\) Intraoperative transabdominal ultrasonography, as an alternative to laparoscopy, can decrease complications in terms of perforation and false passageways. For severe cases intraoperative fluoroscopy with simultaneous X-ray is a possibility. Intracavitary distribution of contrast media facilitates visualization of hidden areas of endometrium and tubal patency can be evaluated during the procedure. The intraoperative fluoroscopy is an effective method to avoid uterine perforation, with better results than intraoperative ultrasonography.\(^\text{4,58}\)
After primary hysteroscopic adhesiolysis, the formation of new adhesions is very frequent, and several modalities have been studied and suggested for the prevention of new adhesions. The recurrence rate is associated with the grade of adherences. Hastedt et al found 21%–25% recurrence with grade 1–2a adherences, 29.1% with grade 3, 38.5% with grade 4, and 41.9% with grade five using the classification system of the former European Society of Hysteroscopy.

Second-look hysteroscopy with division of newly formed adherences has been studied in a retrospective setting of 151 patients, cumulative pregnancy rate (77% vs 56%) and live birth rate (77% vs 63%) seems to improve when early second-look is performed within 2 weeks to 2 months after primary adhesiolysis. A small observational study recommended second-look hysteroscopy after 2 weeks, and up to four hysteroscopies after primary surgery. In this report 46% (7/15) were either pregnant or had delivered an infant at the end of the study.

There are several methods for secondary prevention. The use of estrogen has been studied in several set-ups, either as estrogen only or as ancillary treatment either with intrauterine device (IUCD) or Foley catheter.

Increased menstrual flow was seen when estrogen was used as ancillary treatment, except in one study including genital tuberculosis. The effect on fertility depended upon the severity of AS and needs further investigation. In studies where estrogen was used alone, pregnancy rates were generally lower (42%–53%) compared to the ancillary use of estrogen with intrauterine contraceptive device (IUCD), Foley catheter or other device, where pregnancy rates were 51%–100%. Varying regimes of estrogen were used in the studies, leaving no conclusion on ideal dosage, timing of progesterone or route of administration (vaginal or oral).

In a recent randomized study, 4 mg and 10 mg estradiol orally was compared. No superior effect of the high dosage was demonstrated. When comparing 2 mg and 6 mg in a prospective, randomized trial, no benefit was demonstrated in the 6 mg arm.

Intrauterine application of gel for secondary prevention of adhesions has been investigated. Acunzo et al found a significant effect of hyaluronic acid compared to no treatment (14% in the hyaluronic acid arm, 32% in the no treatment arm) in the only randomized controlled trial of gel barrier for prevention of new IUA after hysteroscopic adhesiolysis. A study comparing intrauterine balloon, IUCD and hyaluronic acid gel demonstrated that the balloon and IUCD were more effective than hyaluronic acid when evaluated with AFS score. No data on menstrual flow or fertility were presented.

The use of other mechanical barriers is also suggested for the prevention of secondary adhesions. Orhue et al compared an IUCD with a pediatric Foley catheter and found that the catheter was significantly more effective in terms of restoring normal menstruation and conception. The short-term use of the two devices was analyzed in two periods, each lasting 4 years. Cook Medical (Indianapolis, IN, USA) has designed a heart-shaped intrauterine balloon for prevention of secondary intrauterine adhesions. March argues that this balloon is more effective in the prevention of marginal intrauterine adhesions than the Foley catheter. Lin et al found in a blinded RCT study that balloon and IUCD were equally effective in the prevention of secondary adhesions.

The same group performed a retrospective cohort study comparing balloon, IUCD, hyaluronic acid and controls. In this study they were not able to detect a difference between balloon and IUCD. However, these two modalities were significantly more effective than hyaluronic acid. Hyaluronic acid was no better than no prophylaxis in the controls.

Infection and antibiotics

According to the literature the only specific infection that causes AS is genital tuberculosis. There is no evidence in the literature that prophylactic antibiotics can prevent secondary intrauterine infectious complications. However, when obvious infection is seen, antibiotics are mandatory.

Stem cell treatment in AS

Regeneration of endometrium through stem cell treatment has been evaluated both in animal models and in small experimental human studies. Bone-marrow derived stem cells, mesenchymal stem cells and autologous menstrual blood derived stromal cells have been investigated. Different application methods have been used, eg infusion in spiral arterioles through catheters, transmyometrial administration to the subendometrial area and direct installation of stromal cells in uterine cavity after endometrial scratching. Stem cells arranged in spheroids were successful in a rat model of damaged endometrium. In a study by Singh et al five out of six women started menstruation again. Santa Maria et al included 15 women with AS, who attained increased endometrial thickness and regular menses with hormonal replacement therapy. Four women conceived, one with a live birth. In the study of Tan et al seven women with refractory AS who were treated with autologous menstrual blood-derived stromal cells, had increased endometrial thickness.
Three patients conceived, with one ongoing pregnancy. Future randomized trials are needed to prove if stem cell treatment will have a clinical role in AS.

Complications of AS
When fertility is restored after treatment of AS, even obstetric complications may occur, eg reduced fetal weight and placenta-related complications. Only one case-control study describes the potential hazards for the foetus when the mother had IUA. This study found a significantly lower birthweight in cases with IUA, increased incidence of preterm delivery and retained placenta in 10.7% of the patients. However, the material only comprises 14 cases and 42 controls. Preterm delivery was also described by Roy et al and Zikopoulos et al after surgical treatment of AS.

Friedman et al described three patients with placenta accreta, uterine sacculation and paper-thin uterine fundus in pregnancies after surgical treatment of intrauterine adhesions. Siegler and Valle found placenta accreta in 8% of pregnant women after treatment for AS. The occurrence of placenta accreta has only been described in the recent literature in case stories.

Conclusion
The prevention and treatment of AS are still a challenge, as the syndrome appears only occasionally after termination of pregnancy and after emptying of the recently pregnant uterus.

Focus on the information about effective contraception is necessary to minimize the number of legal abortions. If legal abortion is indicated, the medical termination of pregnancy seems advisable. Complementary treatment with low-dose estrogen might be helpful.

AS is rather infrequent, and the surgery is difficult. Therefore, it is important to refer severe cases to specialized centers with surgeons skilled in advanced intrauterine surgery.
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